
Item Text Option Text 1 Option Text 2 Option Text 3 Option Text 4

______   is what a speaker means when he uses a piece of 

language. 
Hypothetical meaning Wrong meaning Contrast meaning Speaker meaning

_____ is the part of the meaning of the utterance of a 

declarative sentence which describes some state of affairs.  
Content Denotation Proposition Sentence

 ------------------is the relationship beween two words that 

have the same sense. 
Antonymy Hyponymy Homonymy Synonymy

The word 'bank' has two meanings. It is an example of ------                           

.
synonymy antonymy hyponymy homonymy

Concepts are   --------------.                                                    

.
thoughts things materials

mental 

representations

In semantics man, woman, boy, girl are the common 

commponents of      
human beings people living beings people

-------------------  theory deals with the deep structure of 

language.
Generative theory

Truth conditional 

theory
Contextual theory

Componentioal 

theory

-------- are the words that are pronounced or spelt in the 

same way but have different meaning. 
Hyponyms Homonyms Homophones Prototypes

Using the collection of texts as a database to find out the 

frequent use of certain words or phrases is called 
implicaction semantics collocation corpus lingustics

The entity that is involved in or affected by the action, or 

simply being decribed (e. g. The boy kicked the ball) is called 

as

semantic features denotation homophones theme

Two or more words that share the same superordinate term.                                                                                               co-hyponym synonym hyponym homonym

Yes, I love those, I ate a whole box on Sunday! This is an 

example of ------- .
polysemy hyponymy metonymy homonymy

________ covers basic, essential components of meaning 

that is convyed gy the literal use of a word.
Associative meaning Connotation

Conceptual 

meaning
Collocation
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Toyota and Honda are co-hyponyms because they are ------

the part of superordinate 'Industry'
Contradictory Similar in industry

part of 

'superordinate' 

industry

Contradictory

______ and _____ are the most common semantic roles. Agents and themes
synonyms and 

antonyms

semantic role and 

sentactic role

homonymy and 

homophony

Which of the following is not true of connotative meaning meanings change over time
personal poitive or 

negative base

life depneding 

experience affect 

meaning

meaning is 

concrete

The relation of word which is developed by the words of 

same category is called __________.
syntagmatic relations

paradigmantic 

relations
semantic choices lexical relations

_____________meaning describes the communicative value 

of an expression .
Denotative Associative Connotative Generative 

______________ represents the individual such as a 

particular person, location etc.
Entity Concept Relation Predicate

 Te terms 'cut, punch, shoot, and stab' can all be found as co-

hyponyms of the superordinate term ________________.
injure act beat chop


